








Z To aid in efforts as outlined in (1) synoptic charts of atmospheric pres

sure and its deviation from normal are needed and should be available 

to workers in fishery oceanography quickly at regular &nd brief intervals. 

The international organization that is to represent the interests of fashe:,:-y 

oceanography should seek contact with the World Meteorological Organi~ 

zation (WMO) with the aim of obtaining meteorological services as out·· 

lined above on a world-wide and/or regional basis. 

3. WMO and its regional subdivisions would also be ably to supply quickly

the observations of sea surface temperature gathered by radio from the

world ocean in either tabular or map representation ( examples: North / 
Atlantic maps distributed by the Marine Division of the British Meteorological

Office and the U.S. Naval Hydrographic Office; North Pacific maps

distributed by the Japanese Meteorological and Fishery Agencies and by

the U.S. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Biological Laboratory at San

Diego.

Attention is drawn to the expermental work of Takai University, Japac1,

in drawing information by radio from. vessels at sea and rebroadc:.:.sting

to ships at sea at five and ten day intervals by facsimile chart the

collated information of several meteorological, oceanographical and fishery

parameters and, moreover, to the experimental daily charting of

bathythermograph traces in the North Atlantic by the U.S. Naval

Hydrographical Office. It should be particularly noted that ICES since l 959

has a sub-Committee working on the organization of telegraphic communi

cation of observations serving fishery oceanography. An international code

for this purpose has been devised and adopted by the Council in 1961.

Experiments with the use of the coded messages have been carried out

by the Institute of Marine �esearch� Bergen o 

The desirability of exploring the extension of these communication techniques

on broader scale and to other para:meters is stated. Amongst these may

be considered storm surges, wave and wind conditions, depth of mixed

layer, salinity, plankton volume or other appropriate primary productivity

index, catch per unit of effort in certain wide-ranging fisheries, variation

1n location of water mass bounderies, etc.

4. In respect of the changes in abundance and availability of demersal stocks

a better understanding and forecast, where possible, of the hydrographic

events close to the sea floor at the fishing grounds is highly desireable.

5. Other possible services by VvMO for the benefit of fishery oceanography

might include the introduction of regular observations in physical, chemical

and biological oceanography on board the staionary weather ships.














